The book of Daniel has one of the more complicated textual histories of any biblical book. It is written in two languages (Hebrew and Aramaic), and the content drastically differs in the two halves of the book (stories in chs. 1-6 and visions in chs. 7-12). Perhaps the most difficult attribute to explain, however, is that it is preserved in several distinct editions, which at times vastly diverge from one another. These are the Masoretic edition in Hebrew and Aramaic, and the Old Greek and Theodotionic editions in Greek. The relationship of these three editions of the book of Daniel has been disputed for more than two hundred years, and a scholarly consensus has not yet been reached. This overview surveys the history of scholarship on the different editions in hopes that future studies on the book of Daniel will give the OG edition equal status with the MT edition of the book, which it has hitherto not received.
Introduction
The book of Daniel has a very complicated textual history. Although it is the latest book contained in the Hebrew Bible (probably completed around 167 bce), it has an extensive pre-history, with parts of the book dating back to the Babylonian period some four hundred years earlier. The book of Daniel is exceptional among biblical books in that it is preserved in two Semitic languages: Hebrew (chs. 1:1-2:4a, 8:1-12:13) and ). The book is further divided into two sections: the court narratives of the first half (chs. 1-6), and the visions of the latter half (chs. 7-12) . It is typically argued that the stories of the first half originally circulated independently, but subsequently came together around the figure of Daniel and his three companions, to which the visions of the second half were later added (Montgomery 1927: 36; Koch 1980: 18-19, 75; Albertz 1988: 159-60; Wills 1990: 144-52; Collins 1993: 37-38; Davies 1998: 40-55; McLay 2005: 318-23) . It is, however, often difficult to distinguish between the earlier versus later layers of the book, since the division in language does not align with the division of content (Davies 1998: 34-39) .
Perhaps the primary difficulty in unraveling the composition history of the book of Daniel is that it is preserved in at least three distinct editions: the Hebrew/Aramaic Masoretic edition (MT), as well as two Greek editions-the Old Greek (OG) and Theodotion. In antiquity it is likely that other editions of the book also existed, as indicated by Origen's Hexapla, which also contains Aquila and Symmachus, but these are known today only from fragments. Concerning the three surviving editions, there is little scholarly consensus regarding their relationship. For the majority of the chapters of Daniel, the MT, the OG, and the Theodotionic editions preserve similar forms of the narratives, with only minor additions or alterations. This is not the case, however, for chs. 4-6, which display two clearly distinct editions of the narratives: the MT and Theodotion generally align, while the OG diverges greatly. Even more interesting is that in these chapters there is no consistent relationship between the MT and Theodotion on the one hand, and the OG edition on the other. Chapters 4 and 6 of the OG are much longer than their MT/Theodotion counterparts, whereas ch. 5 in the OG is substantially shorter than the MT/Theodotion editions. This matter becomes even more complicated in that elsewhere the OG and Theodotion align against the MT, in that the two Greek editions include several 'additions' to Daniel that are absent from the MT. These are 'The Prayer of Azariah and the Song of the Three Youths' (inserted between Dan. 3 vv. 23 and 24) and 'Susanna' and 'Bel and the Dragon'. Before turning to the history of scholarship on the different editions of Daniel, I first provide an introduction to each edition.
The Different Editions of Daniel (1) Masoretic Edition
The Although the primary manuscript evidence for the MT is rather late, most commentators view the biblical Daniel fragments discovered among the Dead Sea Scrolls as confirmation of the antiquity of this textual tradition (e.g., Collins 1993: 3). Seven fragmentary manuscripts were discovered among the caves1QDan a-b , 4QDan a-d , and 6QpapDan-in addition to a separate composition that probably contained only the prayer from Dan. 9:4b-19 (4QDan e ). These Daniel manuscripts preserve the shifts from Hebrew to Aramaic at Dan. 2:4b (1QDan a ) and back to Hebrew at ch. 8 (4QDan a , 4QDan b ) as well as the absence of the Greek additions after ch. 3 (1QDan b and 4QDan d ). Further, there is no evidence of the other Greek additions in existence among the Dead Sea Scrolls (4Q551 was originally identified as 4QDaniel-Susanna, but this has been sufficiently refuted by Nickelsburg 1997 ). The Dead Sea Daniel manuscripts, however, do not align exactly with the MT, since they present many orthographic and phonological variants, as well as more significant departures that at times align with the OG or Theodotionic editions against that of the MT (see Ulrich 2002 for fuller discussion of the Daniel Dead Sea manuscripts).
(2) Old Greek Edition
The Old Greek edition of Daniel (OG) was probably one of the earliest translations of the book of Daniel into Greek (typically dated to the late second or early first century bce; so Bludau 1897: 8; Montgomery 1927: 38; Hartman and DiLella 1978: 78; Collins 1993: 8-9 ). The primary edition of OG Daniel is that of Ziegler and Munnich, Susanna, Daniel, Bel et Draco (1999) . The OG edition is sometimes referred to as the Septuagint. This designation, however, is problematic in discussing the book of Daniel, since it has been variously used to refer to both the OG and Theodotion versions of the book. Thus, OG is a more exact descriptor, referring to the earliest Greek edition of the book, and, to avoid confusion, it will be used throughout.
The dating of the OG edition of Daniel is typically rather early (i.e., shortly after the book's accepted date of composition) and it is possible that it was known by the author of 1 Maccabees (Henze 1999: 22-23; although Pace Jeansonne 1988: 16-18 and Koch 2002: 423-25 question this connection) . By the time of the NT, it is likely that OG Daniel was widely known, as evidenced by its use in several NT texts (e.g., Mt. 24.30; Rev. 1.14; 4.1; 10.1, [5] [6] 20.12, 15) . By the time of Jerome (fourth century ce), however, this situation had greatly changed, and preference was instead given to Theodotion's version of Daniel (Swete 1902: 46-49; Montgomery 1927: 35-37; Braverman 1978: 15-16; DiLella 2002: 586-93 Kenyon 1937; Geissen 1968; Hamm 1969; Roca-Puig 1976; Hamm 1977) . This manuscript contains material from the OG edition of Daniel chs. 1-12 with the additions, as well as portions of Greek Ezekiel and Esther. One of the distinctive features of this manuscript is its order of material: it places chs. 7 and 8 before chs. 5 and 6, as well as 'Bel and the Dragon' before 'Susanna'. This is most likely an attempt by the editor to set the chapters of Daniel in better chronological order-chs. 7 and 8 set in the reign of Belshazzar precede ch. 5, which ends with his sudden death (see McLay 2005: 307-308) . Others, however, have argued for the priority of the order preserved in Papyrus 967 (e.g., David 1991: 96-97; Lust 1993; Munnich 2003) .
OG Daniel exhibits many notable divergences from the MT edition of the book. Foremost, it includes 'The Prayer of Azariah and the Song of the Three Youths' between Dan. 3:23 and v. 24, and 'Susanna' and 'Bel and the Dragon' after ch. 12. Additionally, the OG text often diverges from that of the MT, in both word and sentence order as well as in substance. This is especially the case in chs. 4-6, which do not exhibit consistent divergences when compared to the MT version of these chapters-OG chs. 4 and 6 are longer than those in the MT, while ch. 5 is considerably shorter in the OG than in MT. The OG edition of Daniel also differs greatly from the MT edition in numerous individual readings.
While some commentators have suggested that the divergences in OG Daniel stemmed from the theological Tendenz of the Greek translator (e.g., Bruce 1977) , others have suggested that most of the unique material in the OG edition of Daniel can be traced back to an underlying distinct Semitic Vorlagelikely Aramaic (Charles 1929: xlix-lxiv; Pace Jeansonne 1988; Wenthe 1991) , although a Hebrew original has also been proposed (Grelot 1974a; 1974b; Haag 1983; Grelot 1995) . Some clues offered as to the probable Semitic origins of the unique OG material include the use of parataxis and lack of Greek particles, suggesting a Semitic rather than a Greek style, as well as the use of vocabulary 'in a Semitic sense' (Collins 1993: 6; see also Montgomery 1927: 37) . On the other hand, Bludau warned that one must also recognize 'the difficulty of distinguishing between Semitizing Greek and a translation of a Semitic Vorlage ' (1897: 210; trans. Collins 1993: 6) . Wenthe (1991) and Pace Jeansonne (1988) each conducted detailed studies on the translation technique of OG Daniel and arrived at the conclusion that it presents a 'reasonably accurate and faithful' translation of its Semitic original, albeit one seemingly unconcerned 'with standardizing roots or grammatical forms and [which] employs a much wider vocabulary' when compared with the translation technique of Theodotion Daniel (Pace Jeansonne 1988: 131, 133) . In some instances the Dead Sea Daniel fragments may provide support for OG readings against those of MT and Theodotion-only once in chs. 4-6 (Dan. 5:7 in 4QDan a )-but generally these are rather minor or insignificant and there is no evidence of the lengthy OG divergent readings.
(3) Theodotionic Edition
A second early translation of the book of Daniel is the so-called 'Theodotion' edition. At a very early stage, this edition of Daniel replaced that of the OG as the official version used by the early church. The Theodotionic edition was favored by the early church fathers since it more closely resembled the Masoretic version (see above). However, it too includes the Additions to Daniel-with 'Susanna' placed before the first chapter, the 'Prayer of Azariah and the Song of the Three Youths' serving as an appendix to ch. 3 and 'Bel and the Dragon' placed at the end of the book. This edition of the book of Daniel survives in most manuscripts of the Greek Old Testament, including in Codices Alexandrinus and Vaticanus, among others (Montgomery 1927: 26-27 ).
Theodotion Daniel is aptly named after a second-century ce person of that name. This Theodotion is reported to have completed a translation of the Hebrew Bible into Greek (cf. Irenaeus, Haer. 3.24 and Epiphanius, De mens. 17; see Montgomery 1927: 46-47) . There is extensive evidence, however, that the Theodotionic edition of Daniel was used by both the New Testament authors and the early church fathers (e.g., Mt. 21.44; 28.3b; Jas 1.12; 1 Cor. 1.24; Heb. 11.33; Rev. 1.7a, 19; 9.20; 11.7, 13; 13.7; 16.18; 19.6; 20.4, 11; Herm. Vis. 4.2, 4; Justin, Dial. 31; Barn. 4.5; Hippolytus, Comm. Dan.) . Thus, dating would demand that this edition actually predates the historical person by probably two centuries. It is possible that the person Theodotion later reworked this earlier text, and it subsequently became associated with his name, so perhaps a better label would be 'Proto-Theodotion' (Pace Jeansonne 1988: 16-22) .
The Theodotion edition of Daniel has also been linked with the kaige recension, named for its use of the Greek kaige for the Hebrew wegam (and also). The kaige recension is thought to be an extensive revision of the OG edition of the Hebrew Bible toward the MT or a Proto-Masoretic Hebrew text. It is primarily characterized by an extremely literal rendering of the Hebrew text into Greek, at times violating Greek style and syntax (Barthélemey 1953; Pace Jeansonne 1988: 20-22) . Accordingly, Theodotion Daniel became associated with the kaige recension primarily due to its likewise apparent literal translation technique. This identification of this edition of Daniel and the larger kaige tradition, however, has been heavily contested (Schmitt 1966; Hartman and DiLella 1978: 81-82; McLay 1996: 219-40; DiLella 2002: 595-97) .
(4) Other Editions
Two additional fragmentary Greek editions of the book of Daniel have also been identified. These are Aquila and Symmachus. Aquila's text is a slavishly literal translation of the MT. It is known primarily from Origen's Hexapla, but is also quoted several times by patristic authors. It is associated with a second-century ce person, who was said to be a proselyte to Judaism and student of the famous Rabbi Akiba (Epiphanius, De mens. 15; Irenaeus, Haer. 3.24) . Symmachus, on the other hand, offers a much freer translation of the MT (yet certainly influenced by the OG and Theodotionic editions) in an elegant Greek style (see Metzger 1993) . This work is credited to a person of the late second century ce, who was either an Ebionite Christian (Eusebius, Eccl. Hist. 6.17 and Jerome, Vir. ill. 54) or a Samaritan converted to Judaism (Epiphanius, De mens. 16).
History of Scholarship on the Relationships of the Different Editions
The relationship of the three editions of the book of Daniel-MT, OG, and Theodotion-has been disputed for more than two hundred years, and a scholarly consensus has not yet been reached. Initially, the OG edition faced intense bias from commentators, and was dismissed as secondary to both the Masoretic and Theodotionic editions of Daniel. At the end of the nineteenth century, the status quo was forcefully challenged and several new theories developed, which for the first time took seriously the merits of the OG edition. For clarity's sake, the relationship of the MT and OG editions of Daniel is typically treated separately from those editions and Theodotion, and I have retained that distinction here.
(1) MT and OG Since antiquity, the Old Greek edition of Daniel had been considered inferior to the received text of the Hebrew/Aramaic Masoretic edition of the book (see discussion above). This negative opinion of OG Daniel continued even into the modern period, where for centuries it dominated the field of scholarship (see review of scholarship in Montgomery 1927: 35-37 ). It was not until the end of the nineteenth century that the merits of the OG edition were first taken seriously, and the debate over the relationship of the MT and OG editions of Daniel greatly shifted. Bludau (1897) first noted that, excluding the Greek additions, the differences between the OG and MT editions of Daniel were not evenly distributed throughout the book, but were primarily concentrated in chs. 4-6, and even there they were not consistent. Rather than simply dismissing the OG as secondary, however, this observation led Bludau to conclude that the MT and OG versions actually preserved two 'independent narratives of common content'. Thus, it represented an equally ancient text tradition and should be studied in its own right (1897: 31-33).
Building on Bludau's analysis, Montgomery (1927: 35-39) concluded there was no reason to assume that the divergences between the MT and OG editions stemmed from two distinct versions of the entire book of Daniel. Rather, he proposed that the concentration of the differences in chs. 4-6 indicated separate Vorlagen for these chapters only. He claimed that, at an early stage in the predevelopment of the book, these three chapters circulated as a collection of stories about the person Daniel, which only later attracted the additional stories and visions taking the shape of the contemporary book of .
A flurry of subsequent scholars also used Bludau's analysis to advocate instead for the priority of the OG edition over the MT. Many of these attempted to retrovert the OG text of Daniel into its Semitic (i.e., Hebrew!) Vorlage, and concluded from their analyses that the OG edition preserved a superior version of Daniel than that of the MT edition-for example, Riessler (1899) and Jahn (1904) . Charles (1929) arrived at the same conclusion with regard to the status of OG Daniel, claiming that the Old Greek text preserved an 'earlier form of the Semitic text' of Daniel than the 'late redacted text of the MT' (p. lvii). Charles, however, offered a more nuanced view. Although he allowed that the OG text could make the 'greatest contribution to the recovery of the original text', particularly in chs. 4-6, he suggested that the available manuscripts (i.e., ms 88 and the Syro-Hexaplar) had been corrupted by later emendations (pp. l-lxiv). Only a few years later, with the discovery of Papyrus 967, was Charles proved absolutely correct in this regard.
These same debates over the relationship of the MT and OG editions of Daniel continue unabated into present scholarship, as proponents can still be found for each of the previous theories. In articulating their own particular position, the majority of scholars today follow the groundwork laid out by Bludau and Montgomery, although often in combination with elements from several of the other earlier theories.
Several modern scholars follow the classical position of the priority of the MT edition of Daniel over the OG edition. For example, Bruce considers the OG edition to be a 'targumic-style paraphrase' of the MT of Daniel (1977: 38) . Another example is that of Grelot, who, following Riessler and Jahn, asserted that the OG edition was based on a Hebrew translation of the book carried out probably during the late Maccabean period (i.e., very shortly after the book 's completion; see 1974a; 1974b; 1995) . Conversely, though, he arrives at the opposite conclusion from his predecessors, claiming that 'there is no doubt' ('il n'est pas douteux') that the OG edition of Daniel is secondary in character when compared to the Aramaic edition of the book (1974b: 22) . In his analysis of ch. 4 of Daniel, Satran likewise accepts the priority of the MT edition of the book over that of the OG, which he classifies as 'exegetical ' and 'derivative' in nature (1985: 83; see further 62-94). However, he dismisses the idea that the OG stemmed from a divergent Semitic Vorlage or translation, and asserts that 'it appears unassailable that the Old Greek version reflects a Semitic reworking of the received Aramaic There has also been an attempt to revive the theory of the superiority of OG Daniel over the Masoretic edition. One example of this is the influential work of Wills (1990) . In his careful comparison of the MT and OG editions of Daniel, Wills identifies several 'redactional traits' that he sees as indicative 'that the OG attests an older version of the legends [i.e., chs. 4-6]' than does the MT edition of Daniel (1990: 144; further, pp. 144-52) . He continues by noting that the presence of these redactional traits in other parts of the book could indicate that chs. 4-6 'may very well have circulated together before being combined first with chs. 1-3 and then with 7-12 and the additions ' (1990: 144; as proposed by Montgomery 1927: 88-99) . Another scholar, Albertz, although likewise promoting the superiority of the OG edition of Daniel, distinctly argues against the circulation of chs. (3)4-6 as a separate unit. He rather suggests that Daniel 2-7 comprises a distinct literary unit that was probably 'composed and written by one author' who assembled his collection by combining the individual stories in circulation with the first apocalyptic vision (2002: 178; following Kratz 1993) . He concludes, therefore, that these chapters in the OG 'are not late and inaccurate midrashim as is often thought, but represent an independent shape of the Daniel stories which in my view is even older than the Aramaic, perhaps not in all their details, but in their basic narrative plot' (2002: 180, further pp. 179-83; 1988: 13-42, 77-84, 113-28 ).
The majority of recent commentators, however, judge as too simplistic an approach that designates one edition as 'original' and the other as derivative, especially in light of the divergences in the form of chs. 4-6 in the Masoretic and OG editions. These scholars, then, follow Bludau or Montgomery in postulating separate Vorlagen as accounting for the numerous differences between the two editions. Like Bludau, Meadowcroft argues that the deviations between the MT and OG editions of Daniel are the result of divergent Semitic Vorlagen, although he amends this view slightly by suggesting that disparities also arose from the act of translation. He claims that the OG translator likely attempted to render its Vorlage in a rather literal manner but, nevertheless, changes crept in because of the 'disparity in the semantic range between languages' as well as the translator's attempts 'to clarify what he sees as a difficulty in the Aramaic text', resulting in both technical and theological alterations (1995: 262-63; contra Pace Jeansonne, who asserts there is no theological Tendenz in the OG translation, 1988: 131). Meadowcroft concludes by asserting the possibility that the OG Vorlage predates (only slightly) the Masoretic form of the Hebrew/Aramaic text of Daniel 2-7, since it appears to him that the OG translator 'was limited by a less polished Vorlage than the MT' (p. 266). Thus, he suggests that the 'translation [of the OG] may have taken place very close to when the MT reached its present form' (p. 274).
More commentators today, however, follow Montgomery's work, supposing that different Vorlagen were used only in chs. 4-6 (e.g., Collins 1993: 5-6; DiLella 2002: 604; Koch 2002: 425-27 ). Contrary to Meadowcroft, then, they support the order of material in the Masoretic edition, since it presents these chapters consecutively.
The most comprehensive reassessment of this theory is that of Ulrich, who has coined the term 'double literary editions' to describe a textual phenomenon such as that observed in the MT and OG editions of Daniel. This term is defined as a literary unit appearing in two (or more) parallel forms in our principal textual witnesses, which one author, major redactor, or major editor completed and which a subsequent redactor or editor intentionally changed to a sufficient extent that the resultant form should be called a revised edition of that text. (1999: 102) Other examples of this phenomenon include the book of Jeremiah, the Deuteronomistic History, or the story of David and Goliath, among others. Ulrich proposes that in the case of Daniel 4-6, both the MT and the OG editions are apparently secondary; that is, we have two revised editions with each 'expand [ing] in different directions beyond an earlier common edition that no longer survives ' (1999: 40) . Thus, each of these editions preserves some earlier readings alongside other later ones as a result of the work of multiple redactors, editors, or translators.
Ulrich has directed two dissertations examining the translation technique employed in OG Daniel (Pace Jeansonne 1988 and Wenthe 1991) , both of which conclude that the OG translation accurately conveys the Semitic text, though it sometimes adds explanatory glosses or even paraphrases. Ulrich suggests, then, that chs. 4-6 in the OG 'appear to be woven from the same fabric as the OG translation of 1-[3] and 7-12', and OG Daniel, as a whole, 'seems to be a consistent, unified document with a consistent translation technique' (Ulrich 1999: 45; see also Montgomery 1927: 36-37; Meadowcroft 1995: 263) . Thus, the differences in OG chs. 4-6 were made early on at the Aramaic level, and were later translated into Greek (Ulrich 1999: 45; see also Montgomery 1927: 248 ).
Ulrich's theory, however, has not won universal support. McLay rejects Ulrich's conclusions (as well as those of Pace Jeansonne and Wenthe) regarding a consistent translation technique for the OG edition of Daniel. He rather proposes that chs. 4-6 were translated into Greek very early on. This unit of stories was probably widely circulated in the Greek-speaking diaspora, and when the larger collection of Daniel stories and visions was compiled in Hebrew/Aramaic, a subsequent translator completed the full OG translation of the book, replacing the text of chs. 4-6 with the earlier Greek translation. McLay estimates that this would have occurred shortly after 167 bce (2005: 320).
(2) Theodotion in Relation to the MT and OG
Just as there is no consensus regarding the relationship between the MT and OG editions of Daniel, there is also no general agreement for how Theodotion relates to these two editions. The text of Theodotion Daniel generally aligns nearly word for word with that of the MT; when Theodotion does depart from the text of the MT, it usually matches the reading of the OG. In some instances, however, Theodotion departs from both the MT and OG (particularly in ch. 3, so Meadowcroft 1995: 282-85 ; further, see discussion above). Since it is typically assumed that Theodotion is later than either of the other versions (see above), there are several possible options for how it relates to the MT and OG: Theodotion is viewed primarily as a translation of MT Daniel, or as a recension of OG Daniel toward the text of the MT. More recently, it has also been conjectured that Theodotion could represent a separate Vorlage independent from the other editions. Further, the Greek additions in ch. 3 ('The Prayer of Azariah and the Song of the Three Youths') are almost identical in the two editions, while 'Susanna' and 'Bel and the Dragon' display greater divergences.
Early opinions, tracing back to the time of the early church fathers, regarded Theodotion as a precise translation of the Hebrew/Aramaic text of Daniel, while the OG was considered a less exact, even paraphrastic translation. With Bludau's work (1897) and the major change in opinion concerning the dating and authority of OG Daniel, however, its relationship to Theodotion was reassessed. By the time of Montgomery's commentary (1927) , attitudes had so greatly shifted that Montgomery concluded Theodotion was ultimately dependent on OG Daniel, which was probably already held as authoritative at a very early point in some Greek-speaking Jewish communities. He accounted for the convergences between Theodotion and MT Daniel, however, by claiming that Theodotion has greatly redacted the OG text toward that of the Hebrew/Aramaic MT (1927: 39-42) . This explanation allowed for the presence of the Greek Additions in both Theodotion and OG yet lacking from MT.
Montgomery's view enjoyed large popularity, and even today has many adherents (see, e.g., Satran 1985: 68; Bogaert 1993; Collins 1993: 11; Munnich 1995a; Pace Jeansonne 1988) . It is also this proposed relationship to MT and OG that has led scholars to connect the Theodotionic Daniel edition with the kaige recension (Barthélemey 1953) . This view has also recently been stated by DiLella, who asserts, 'What is beyond question is that OG Daniel is prior to Theodotion Daniel, for the latter presupposes the former' (2002: 590-91 Hartman and DiLella 1978: 82) . This better accounts for the readily apparent divergence in translation technique employed between the respective translators of the OG and Theodotionic editions.
Other commentators do not accept the notion that at the turn of the common era there was a tendency for Greek translators to correct the OG editions of books on the basis of the Hebrew texts. These scholars continue to understand Theodotion Daniel as older and superior to OG Daniel, and maintain support for the earliest theory that Theodotion was a direct translation of the Hebrew/ Aramaic text (see, e.g., Bruce 1977) .
More recently, a new approach to understanding the relationship of Theodotionic Daniel to the MT and OG editions of the book has been suggested. This theory largely understands the Theodotion and OG editions of Daniel as stemming from independent Vorlagen, with that of Theodotion being much closer to the text of MT Daniel. The strongest advocate of this theory is McLay (1996; see also Meadowcroft 1995: 281-88) , who proposes that a close study of the two major Greek editions of Daniel does not necessarily indicate dependence, as many scholars would assume, but rather different translation techniques. He believes that the OG edition of Daniel represents a more dynamic approach, while Theodotion has 'formal equivalence ' (pp. 211-12) .
McLay remarks that
Generally, there is very little relationship between the two Greek versions in chapters 1-6(7), because their origins are chronologically and geographically distinct and their core translations were based on different Vorlagen… Chapters (7)8-12 are based on very similar Vorlagen and were translated much closer in time. (2005: 323) Rather than viewing the commonalities between Theodotionic and OG Daniel as evidence that Theodotion was a recension of the OG text, McLay proposes instead that the OG text was actually corrupted by Theodotion (p. 217). Thus, although in some portions of Theodotionic and OG Daniel the verbal agreements between the two texts may seem to suggest that one is a revision of the other, this is not really the case (2005: 323).
Concluding Remarks
Although the negative view of the OG edition of Daniel has been seriously challenged since the late nineteenth century, and in the past thirty years there has been an increasing number of studies on this edition of the biblical book, OG Daniel is still largely neglected in broader scholarship and even more so in the public sphere. Some examples of this are the host of commentaries that only treat the Masoretic edition of the book, with merely a few notes about the OG edition of Daniel (e.g., Goldingay 1996; Pace Jeansonne 2008) , or in studies of the Dead Sea Scrolls Daniel, where the MT is still treated as the standard text of comparison. Nevertheless, a huge step forward is the rather recently published NETS edition of both OG and Theodotion Daniel (McLay 2007 /2009 ), which make the editions of Daniel readily available to the public and scholars alike.
In his article, DiLella rightly summarizes,
The Greek forms have great value for their own sake even without reference to the parent text(s). Hence, they have intrinsic value and should be studied on their own, and not just as a means to correct or improve the Hebrew and Aramaic texts that served as their respective Vorlagen. (2002: 605) 
